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ABSTRACT In this study, human robot collaboration (HRC) via force myography (FMG) bio-signal was
investigated. Interactive hand force was estimated during moving a wooden rod in 3D with a Kuka robot.
A baseline FMG-based deep convolutional neural network (FMG-DCNN) model could moderately estimate
applied forces during the HRC task. Model performance can be improved with additional training data;
however, collection of it was impractical and time-consuming. Available long-term multiple source data
(32 feature spaces) during human robot interaction (HRI) with a linear robot collected over a long time
period might be useful. Therefore, we explored a cross-domain generalization (CDG) technique that allowed
pretraining amodel to transfer knowledge between two unrelated source (2D-HRI) and target data (3D-HRC)
for the first time. An FMG-based transfer learning with CDG (TL-CDG) model trained with these multiple
source domains was examined in estimating applied forces from 16-channel FMG data during interactions
with the Kuka robot. Two target scenarios were evaluated: case i) collaborative task of moving the wooden
rod in 3D, and case ii) grasping interactions in 1D. In both cases, few calibration data finetuned the
TL-CDG model and improved recognizing out-of-domain target data (case i: R2

≈60-63%, and case ii:
R2
≈79-87%) compared to the baseline FMG-DCNN model. Hence, cross-domain generalization could be

useful in platform-independent FMG-based HRI applications.

INDEX TERMS Force myography technique, long-term multiple source FMG data, human robot collabo-
ration, cross-domain generalization, deep transfer learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
In common industrial collaborative tasks (such as object han-
dover or transportation), a human worker mostly uses hand
forces to interact with machines. Hence, in the literature,
there are quite a few studies where interactive forces were
estimated using bio-signals such as surface electromyogra-
phy (sEMG) and force myography (FMG) techniques. As a
contemporary technology like sEMG, FMG is a non-invasive,
wearable technique that often utilizes force sensing resis-
tors (FSRs) that detect changes in resistance when pressure is
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applied [1]. An FMG band wrapped around an upper limb can
be used in estimating grasping or isometric forces from mus-
cle contractions [2], [3]. Therefore, FMG bio-signals can be
useful in detecting certain human activities. Recently, FMG
signals were used to recognize intentional or random hand
movement during a human robot collaboration (HRC) task
with an industrial YUMI manipulator robot [4]. In this study,
human intention was identified by implementing a recurrent
neural network (RNN). This RNNmodel was trained on intra-
session data that allowed the robot to avoid collision in case
of unintentional movements. In a present-day study, grasping
forces from intra-session FMG data was investigated to clas-
sify the grasped object. This study focused in recognizing the
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intended tool (object) to be used by the human worker during
a shared HRC task [5]. In a follow up study, a generalized
object classifier with inter-session grasping FMG data was
found applicable to new users without prior training for an
HRC task [6].

In recent sEMG-based human-robot interactions (HRI)
studies, deep learning techniques such as convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNN) and long-term short memory (LSTM)
were used for dynamic or static force estimations [7]–[9].
A few studies were conducted recently where FMG bio-
signals were used for applied force estimations during phys-
ical human-robot interaction (pHRI) activities [10]–[12].
In [10], pHRI between several participants and a fixed
linear robot was investigated using intra-session data. For
each participant, a task-based machine learning (ML) model
was trained with instantaneous applied force in a selected
dynamic motion. Such an individual-specific, intra-session
biased model predicted interactive forces (94%>R2 >82%)
in real-time during the same session. Interestingly, pHRI with
inter-session FMG data using domain adaptation and gen-
eralization in a planar workspace was recently investigated
with improved force estimations [11], [12]. In these 2D-pHRI
studies, a generalized model trained with long-term FMG
distributions (collected over a period) predicted unseen target
data during repetitive usage or during interactions with a new
participant. The source and target domains in these studies
had the same interactive 2D-pHRI environment and system
setup with 32 FMG channels on the forearm and upper arm
positions. However, conducting human robot collaborative
tasks in 3D via FMG-based estimated forces in the control
loop is not investigated so far.

In this study, FMG-based pHRI with a 7-dof (degree-of-
freedom) Kuka robot (serial robot) was investigated by esti-
mating grasping forces in dynamic motion for the first time.
In the beginning of the study, a cylindrical gripper attached as
the end-effector (EEF) was used for hand grasps to interact
in certain directions of 1D, 2D and 3D workspace. In each
case, an intra-session convolutional neural network (CNN)
model could moderately estimate grasping forces in dynamic
interactions. However, there are hardly any studies in liter-
ature conducting human robot collaborative task in 3D via
FMG-based force estimations. Due to the dynamic nature
of the task, tools involved and redundant degree-of-freedom
of human arm in 3D, force estimation via this transient bio
signal is challenging. Hence, in this study, we mainly focused
on investigating an HRC task of moving a wooden rod in
collaboration with the Kuka robot. A 16-channel FMG band
was used to capture the muscle readings during the task.
Intra-session trained model in this 3D-HRC task moderately
estimated forces during evaluation and hence required further
improvements.

In practice, a generalized trained model with reduced
dependencies on intra-session data is more desirable. Hav-
ing more participations or collecting more inter-session data
during the HRC task with the Kuka robot was not possi-
ble or practical due to time constraints. On the other hand,

a large volume of long-term data from other pHRI plat-
form could be useful to reduce dependencies on intra-session
data. Interestingly, cross-domain generalization (CDG) can
be promising for unrelated source and target data that could
allow a pretrained model to transfer knowledge between dif-
ferent platforms/systems. Furthermore, it generalizes beyond
the source distributions [13], [14]. It could be useful and
relevant to transfer knowledge learnt from interactions with
a linear robot during interactions with a serial robot. The
variations in individual-specific upper-limb muscle contrac-
tions, arm trajectories, body postures, no. of FMG channels
and distinguished pHRI platform of different control system,
signal capturing rate, software-hardware interfaces could
contribute transferring knowledge between two distinct HRI
applications. Cross-domain generalization is studied in image
classifications, vision system, natural language processing,
medical diagnosis, machine fault detects, etc. [15]–[19]. The
CDG technique has been investigated in few studies con-
ducted on human machine interfaces (HCI) and rehabili-
tations with surface electromyography (sEMG) or electro
encephalography (EEG) bio signals [20]–[23]. However, it is
not studied for bio signals based HRI tasks. Previously,
FMG-based domain adaptation was examined with the same
source and target platforms [12]. Therefore, the platform-
independent FMG-based HRI via cross-domain generaliza-
tion technique could be interesting and required further
investigation [12].

Therefore, in this study, we conducted FMG-based HRC
task to move the wooden rod using the supervised CDG
technique. Multiple long-term source data from a 2D-pHRI
platform was used in pretraining a transfer learner with CDG
(TL-CDG) andwas evaluated on a target 3D-HRC task for the
first time. In an initial ‘training phase’, the long-term source
domains (Dsi) were collected when interactions occurred
between several participants and a linear robot via 32-channel
FMG bands. In this 2D-pHRI platform (pHRIsi), participant
interacted by grasping a knob-like gripper/end-effector in
the planar surface. In addition, a secondary pool of multiple
source domains (Dsj) via 16-channel FMG-based 3D-pHRI
platform (pHRIsj) were also collected. In this 3D-pHRI, inter-
actions occurred between a participant and a Kuka robot
applying forces in 1D, 2D and 3D workspace while grasp-
ing a cylindrical gripper/end-effector. The secondary source
data was used for comparative purposes only. Three separate
TL-CDGmodels were pretrained with Dsi data (TL-CDG-1),
Dsj data (TL-CDG-2), and aggregated Dsj data (TL-CDG-3).
These models were evaluated on two separate cross-platform
(pHRIt) target domains where a participant interacted with
the Kuka robot such that: case i) HRC task of moving
a wooden rod in 3D environment (target domain Dt3D),
as shown in Table 1, and case ii) HRI in 1D motions by
grasping a cylindrical end-effector (target domain Dt1D−X,Y),
as shown in Table 1.

The primary goal was to investigate the 2D-based
TL-CDG-1 transfer learner’s ability to predict out-of-domain
HRC target data from unseen 3D pHRI platform. Hence, all
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TABLE 1. HRI/HRC Experimental Setup.

pretrained TL-CDGmodels were evaluated in case iwhile the
TL-CDG-1 model was evaluated in case ii only. Therefore,
this study focused on:

1. investigating FMG-based HRC with a Kuka robot
in 3D,

2. investigating HRC activities using reduced FMG chan-
nels and reduced intra-session training data depen-
dency, and

3. investigating FMG-based deep transfer learning with
cross domain generalization in HRC for the first time
where Ds 6= Dt, Ts 6= Tt, and pHRIs 6= pHRIt.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II
describes the experimental setup, problem statement,
methodology, and the protocol followed. Results and per-
formance evaluations are discussed in Section III and IV
respectively. Finally, we conclude this article in Section V.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
1) pHRI SETUP FOR SOURCE DOMAINS DSi
In this FMG-based pHRI task, five human participants inter-
acted with a fixed linear robot/biaxial stage, as shown in
Table 1. The linear robot had two perpendicular linear stages

(X-LSQ450B, Zaber Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada)]
in X and Y directions on a planar surface. A knob-like grip-
per was attached at the top. A 6-axis FT sensor (Mini45,
ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC) was placed inside
the knob that served as the true label generator. Compliant
collaboration control allowed the gripper to slide along the
workspace according to human applied force. The linear
robot was placed securely on the planar surface of a table.
Two FMG bands (32 feature space) using 32 FSRs (TPE
502C, Tangio Printed Electronics, Canada) were used to read
forearm and upper arm muscle contractions as captured by
data acquisition systems (NI DAQs 6259, 6341, National
Instruments, Austin, TX, US). A Labview interface running
on an HP Zbook laptop (Intel core i7, 16GB RAM) was used
for data collection.

2) pHRI SETUP FOR SOURCE DOMAINS Dsj
For this pHRI task, interactions between a participant and a
Kuka robot (KUKA LBR IIWA 14 R820, KUKA Robotics,
Augsburg, Germany) were observed in 1D, 2D and 3D
space, as shown in Table 1. A 16-channel forearm FMG
band was used to collect muscle contraction readings during
interactions through NI DAQ 6341 (National Instruments,
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Austin, TX, US). A custom-made cylindrical gripper was
attached as the end-effector of the robot via a customized
adapter. A 6-axis FT sensor (NI DAQ 6259, National Instru-
ments, Austin, TX, US) was placed between the gripper
and the adapter for true label generation. The orientation of
the end-effector was always at {0, pi, 0}, thus the gripper-
handle pointed downwards for easy human grasps. The Kuka
robot was securely mounted on a table and its surround-
ings were caged for safety measures. Compliant collabora-
tion using torque control was implemented where the robot
moved in space proportional to the applied human forces and
directions. Matlab scripts were written (Matlab, Mathworks,
Natick, MA, USA) using the Kuka Sunrise Toolbox to run
externally on a desktop PC (Intel Core i7 processor and
Nvidia GTX-1080 GPU) with V-REP robot simulator and to
communicate with Kuka Sunrise Controller.

3) HRC SETUP FOR TARGET DOMAIN Dt3D
For HRC between the Kuka robot and a participant (P6) in
3D space, a 45 cm rectangular wooden rod was attached to
the end-effector of the robot, as shown in Table 1. The rod
was firmly connected at one end [oriented at fixed angle
{0, pi, 0}] via a custom-made adapter while the other end
was parallel with the horizontal X dimension in the 3D plane,
free to grasp and apply force. The rod weighed approximately
5 lb including the adapter. A 6-axis FT sensor via NI DAQ
6259 was placed in between the adapter and the end-effector
for true force readings. Interaction forces were applied at
the tip of the cantilever rod and force readings of the FT
sensor were adjusted by a factor δ (obtained experimentally).
Matlab scripts were executed externally on a desktop PC
(Intel Core i7 processor and Nvidia GTX-1080 GPU) and
communicated with the Kuka Sunrise controller using Kuka
Sunrise Toolbox. Compliant collaboration allowed partici-
pant tomove the wooden rod from point A to point B in a half-
circular 3D path where displacements and trajectories were
governed by the applied forces and directions. A 16-channel
forearm FMG band via NI DAQ 6341 was used to collect
muscle contraction readings during the collaborative task.

B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
1) TRANSFER LEARNING FOR UNSEEN TARGET DOMAIN
In this study, transfer learning was investigated pretrain-
ing a cross-domain transfer learner using a primary set of
five (i=1,. . . ,5) different long-term source domains such that
Dsi ∈{Xsi, Ysi−X,Y,Z} (Xsi, Ysi−X,Y,Z were 32 feature spaces,
and true force labels in 3D, respectively) collected from
a 2D-pHRI (pHRIsi) platform. A secondary set of seven
(j=6,. . . ,12) source domains Dsj ∈{Xsj, Ysj−X,Y,Z} were
also collected (Xsj, Ysj−X,Y,Z: 16 feature spaces, and applied
force labels, respectively) during interactions in a 3D-pHRI
(pHRIsj) platform. Each source domainDs had a feature space
of Xs ∈ RNs×FMG

C where Ns = no. of samples, FMGC =

{1, 2, . . . , C} (C = 32, 16 for Dsi and Dsj) and true force
labels of FXs, FYs, FZs in X, Y, Z directions, respectively.

Applying feature engineering, a new input feature space Xs∗

was constructed such that:

X∗S =
[
XS ,XS , σ (XS)

]
, for Dsi, and

X∗S =
[
XS , γ (XS) ,XS , σ (XS)

]
, for Dsj (1)

where XS , γ (XS) and σ (XS) were the average, up sam-
pled matrix, and variance of Xs, respectively. Therefore, all
source domains became homogenous and balanced vectors
(34×Ns for each domain) suitable for deep CNN architecture.
Target domain Dt ∈{Xt, Yt−X,Y,Z} had feature space of
Xt ∈RNt×FMGC where Nt = no. of samples, FMGC = {1,
2, . . . , C}(C = 16 FMG channels) and Yt−X,Y,Z: true labels
of applied forces in X, Y, Z directions (FXt, FYt, FZt). For
evaluation, a new feature space was reconstructed as:

X∗t =
[
Xt ,Xt , γ (Xt) , σ (Xt)

]
(2)

where Xt , γ (Xt) and σ (Xt) were the average, up sampled
matrix (up sampled to 32 channels) and variance of Xt,
respectively. Hence, the target distributions had total feature
spaces of (34×Nt) like the source domains for force mapping
during evaluation. Adding few more features increased data
variabilities in the feature spaces for a deep learning model to
learn discriminative features better.

For the source task Ts, true labels of applied interaction
forces (Ys: FX, FY, FZ) were standardized according to:

Y ∗s =
(
Ys − Y∼s

) /
σ (Ys) (3)

where Y∼s and σ (Ys) were the average and variance of Ys,
respectively. Due to the planar workspace of Dsi domains,
FZ was at minimal values (0.1N) as the force interactions
were one-directional (1D) and two-directional (2D) only.
A proposed deep transfer learning ‘TL-CDG’ model with
a 8 of � parameter based on a unique CNN architecture
(Section II.A.2) was used as feature extractor on {X∗S ,Y

∗
s }

and the trained model with learnt weights were saved to
evaluate target domain Dt.

At an instant in time, t , the pretrained TL-CDG model
was used to evaluate target input FMGC signals {X∗t } which
was split into calibration data {X∗C ⊂ X∗t } and validation
data {X∗D ⊂ X∗t }. The calibration data (target training data)
{X∗C , YC−X,Y,Z} was used to retrain the model for target
adaptation. Afterwards, for target task Tt {Y ′D−X ,Y ,Z ,

∫
(·)},

a predictive function,
∫
(·) estimated interaction forces in the

X, Y and Z directions on validation set (target test data) {X∗D}
at the time t such that:

fx (·) = F ′XD = 8,
(
X∗D, �1

)
(4)

fy (·) = F ′YD = 8,
(
X∗D, �2

)
(5)

fz (·) = F ′ZD = 8,
(
X∗D, �3

)
(6)

The model attempted to find the best parameter space �,
which was determined by computing the loss function using
force label space YD−X,Y,Z(FXD,FYD,FZD) of target test
data:

�1 = L
(
F ′XD − FXD

)
= argmax

�1

t∑
q=1

(
F ′XD − FXD

)2 (7)
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�2 = L
(
F ′YD − FYD

)
= argmax

�2

t∑
q=1

(
F ′YD − FYD

)2 (8)

�3 = L
(
F ′ZD − FZD

)
= argmax

�3

t∑
q=1

(
F ′ZD − FZD

)2 (9)

Root mean square error (RMSE) determined the average
squared difference between the estimated and the real value.
RMSE for a single observation was:

RMSEx =
∑W

q=1

(
F ′XD − FXD

)2
W

(10)

RMSEy =
∑W

q=1

(
F ′YD − FYD

)2
W

(11)

RMSEz =
∑W

q=1

(
F ′ZD − FZD

)2
W

(12)

where W was the number of responses, FXD,FYD,FZD were
the target force labels, and F ′XD, F

′
YD, F

′
ZD were the predicted

forces for a response q.

2) FMG-DCNN ARCHITECTURE
In this study, an FMG-based deep convolutional neural net-
work (FMG-DCNN) architecture was proposed for pretrain-
ing a TL-CDG model. For FMG-based HRC in 3D, three
separate models (Model X, Y and Z) were pretrained for
predicting applied force in that direction using appropriate
Equations (4)-(6). For pHRI in 1D (either in X, Y or Z direc-
tion), only one relevant model was pretrained. A homogenous
matrix of 34 features was used as input for the model using
Equation (1), as described in Section II.A.1. Input data was
normalized (minmax scaling) and passed to the input image
layer [image size 1 × 34 with ‘zerocenter’ normalization].
Few convolutional blocks were implemented sequentially
where each block had a conv2d layer followed by a ReLu acti-
vation function and a batch normalization layer. For Model
X and Y, two convolutional blocks (conv1 and conv2) were
used while three blocks (conv1, conv2 and conv3) were used
in Model Z. 32 and 16 filters in Model X, 64 and 32 filters
in Model Y and 32, 16, 8 filters in Model Z were used in
the consecutive convolution layers, respectively. Two fully
connected layers (FC1 and FC2) with 20 and 10 connec-
tions followed the conv blocks in consecutive order. A final
regression layer mapped the instant force from the incoming
feature spaces. The 3 × 3 filters with a stride of 1 and a
padding of 1 were used in each conv2d layer. For optimiza-
tion, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) was implemented
with a learning rate (LR) of 1E-05 for maximum 60 epochs
during pretraining.

For transfer learning, each pretrained model was finetuned
by reinitializing a fully connected layer before the final
regression layer and retrained the model with target training
data. The retrained model was evaluated on target test data
with SGD optimizer, an LR of 1E-05 (1E-06 for Model Y)
for a maximum of 60 epochs. MSE loss [Equation (10)-(12)]

was calculated to evaluate model performance in force esti-
mations.

C. PERFORMANCE MATRICES
Statistical tools such as the coefficient of determination (R2)
and coefficient of correlation (Coeff), root mean square error
(RMSE), and normalized RMSE (NRMSE) were used to eval-
uate performances of the TL-CDG models.

Coefficient of determination (R2) was obtained by:

R2 =
Explained variation

Total variance
(13)

It was used to determine the correlations or dependencies of
the dependent variable on the independent variable. R2 values
varied between 0 and 1 indicating how good the regression
predictions could fit the test data.

Correlation coefficient (Coeff) was determined between
the matrix of pairwise variables of the true and the predicted
values incurred by the model such that:

R =
(

1 ρ (A,B)
ρ (B,A) 1

)
, (14)

where the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ was calculated
between A and B variables. It had values between +1 and
−1 indicating strong and positive relationship between the
variables.
RMSE was calculated based on:

RMSE =

√
1
n
6i (Yest − Ytrue)2 (15)

where n was number of samples, Ytrue was the true data and
Yest was the prediction made by the regression model at an
instant i.
NRMSE was determined by the fraction of RMSE to the

observed range of the measured data such that:

NRMSE =
RMSE
mean (Y )

(16)

where Y was the measured data.

D. PROTOCOL
A total of 6 participants (P1,. . . ,P6) volunteered in this study
who had no prior knowledge about FMG technique. All par-
ticipants were healthy, right-handed and their average agewas
33±8 years. Written consents were collected as approved by
Office of Research Ethics, Simon Fraser University, British
Columbia, Canada.

In the supervised cross-domain generalization protocol,
training phase of long-term FMG data collection was fol-
lowed by evaluation phase as shown in Fig. 2 and described
below:

1) TRAINING PHASE
In this initial phase, multiple source domains were collected
over a period of several months, and then several TL-CDG
models were pretrained.
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FIGURE 1. Cross-domain generalization via FMg-based SDG-TL-1 transfer learner in evaluating target HRC domain, Dt3D (moving a wooden rod with
Kuka robot in 3D).

a: LONG-TERM MULTIPLE SOURCE DATA COLLECTION
i. PRIMARY SOURCE DOMAINS Dsi {i=1, 2, . . . ,5}
Five participants (P1, P2, . . . , P5) wearing two FMG bands on
their forearm and upper arm on the dominant hand interacted
with the fixed linear robot. Participants sat in front of the
robot on a fixed-positioned chair [Fig. 2 (left)]. Each partic-
ipant interacted with applied forces in five dynamic motions
(source tasks, Tsi {i= 1, 2, . . . , 5}) such as 1D ‘X’(Ds1), ‘Y’
(Ds2), while ‘Diagonal’(Ds3), ‘Square’ (Ds4) and ‘Diamond’
(Ds5) in 2D plane in separate sessions, as shown in Table 1.
These interactions included arm flexions, extensions and arm
abduction, adductions in the planar space. For interactions in
the 2D plane (‘Diagonal’, ‘Square’ and ‘Diamond’ motions),
forces FX and FY acted in X and Y directions with FZ being
at a constant value in the Z direction. In 1D interactions,
only FX or FZ acted in ‘X’ or ‘Y’ direction. A total of
50,000 × 32 FMG samples data were collected for the five
source domains (Ds1, Ds2, . . . , Ds5). Each participant per-
formed 5 ‘repetitions’ (1 repetition: continuing interaction via
applied force in a certainmotion for approximately 1min.) for
each interactive task resulting in 2,000 × 32 samples. More
information on the data collected in this setup are available
in [10]. All distributions and dynamic motions were different
in these primary sources (Ds1 6=Ds2 6= Ds3 6= Ds4 6=Ds5,
Ts1 6=Ts2 6= Ts3 6= Ts4 6=Ts5).

ii. SECONDARY SOURCE DOMAINS Dsj {j=6, 7, . . . ,12}
In these source data collections, participant (P6) wearing a
16 channel FMG band on dominant (right) forearm stood
steadily in one position in front of the Kuka robot, grasped
the cylindrical gripper and applied forces in 1D [Ds6 =
‘X’, Ds7 = ‘Y’ and Ds8 = ‘Z’ dimensions], 2D [Ds9 =
‘XY’, Ds10 = ‘YZ’ and Ds11 = ‘XZ’ plane] and 3D plane

[Ds12 ‘XYZ’], as shown in Table 1. For compliant collab-
oration, trajectories of the Kuka robot were bounded by a
6-axis rectangular plane for an individual task [Table 1].
For each interaction in 1D, 2D, 3D, 5 repetitions of sample
data were collected for training and evaluation purposes.
Approximately, a total of 44,000×16 FMG samples data were
collected from these source domains where all distributions
and tasks were different (Ds6 6=Ds7 6=Ds8 6=Ds9 6=Ds10 6=
Ds11 6= Ds12, Ts6 6= Ts7 6= Ts8 6= Ts9 6= Ts10 6= Ts11 6=
Ts12).

b: PRETRAINING DEEP LEARNING MODELS
For cross domain generalization, three deep learning
TL-CDG models were pretrained using the FMG-DCNN
architecture such that: a) TL-CDG-1: using Dsi domains only,
b) TL-CDG -2: using Dsj domains only, and c) TL-CDG -3:
using Dsi and Dsj domains (Dsi UDsj). All pretrainedmodels
had three separate models (Model X, Model Y, Model Z) for
estimating interactive forces (Fx, Fy and Fz) in 3D motions,
while only one model was used in 1D (Model X for 1D-X,
and Model Y for 1D-Y). These models were saved as .mat
files for evaluation phase.

E. EVALUATION PHASE
In this final phase, the two target domains: case i) HRC in 3D
to move a wooden rod from point A to B (Dt3D), and case ii)
pHRI in simple motions in 1D (Dt1D=X,Y) with cylindrical
gripper were evaluated separately. In both cases, collected
target data (5 repetitions: ∼6,400 × 16 FMG data) were
divided into target training data (first 4 repetitions) and target
test data (last repetition).

1) CASE I: TARGET DOMAIN, Dt3D (HRC IN 3D)
In each repetition, participant P6 wearing 16 channels fore-
arm FMG band stood in front of the Kuka robot, grasped the
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FIGURE 2. Transfer learning steps with TL-CDG-1 model for target domain, Dt1D−Y: HRI in 1D-Y (traversing arm while grasping cylindrical EEF
in right and left directions).

free end of the wooden rod and moved it collaboratively with
the robot from point A to B and from point B to A repeatedly.
The movements continued for a certain time (∼2 min.) for
one ‘repetition’ in a half-circular 3D trajectory path as the
participant applied forces within his comfort zone. This was
carried on 5 times collecting 5 repetitions of data, as shown
in Fig. 1, and Table 1. All three pretrained TL-CDG models
were finetuned with the target training data. The retrained
target learner was then evaluated on target test data, thus
resembling usual intra-session evaluation.

2) CASE II: TARGET DOMAIN, Dt1D−X ,Y (pHRI IN 1D)
To observe how FMG-based generalization would impact
pHRI with simple interactions, this special case was investi-
gated with the TL-CDG-1 model only. This pretrained model
was evaluated during pHRI between participant P6 with
Kuka robot in 1D-X and 1D-Y directions separately. Source
domains Ds6 and Ds7 (∼6,400× 16 samples) were treated as
Dt1D−X and Dt1D−Y where the first 4 repetitions were used
for finetuning the TL-CDG-1 model, and the final repetition
was used for model evaluation.

III. RESULTS
Pretraining the TL-CDG models and evaluations on target
domain Dt3D (case i : HRC in 3D) and Dt1D−X ,Y (case ii:
pHRI in 1D) were carried out with MATLAB scripts using

deep learning toolbox, neural network toolbox, statistics and
machine learning toolbox, signal processing toolbox run-
ning on a desktop PC (Intel Core i7 processor and Nvidia
GTX-1080 GPU). Force estimations in target domains were
evaluated using R2 and Coeff while error in predictions was
measured usingRMSE andNRMSE, as reported of oneminute
evaluation for both case i and case ii in Table 2. Intra-session
evaluation on the target domains (trained with 4 repetitions,
tested on 5th repetition) were carried out using the baseline
FMG-DCNN network to compare performances of the trans-
fer learners in domain generalizations, as included in Table 2.

A. CASE I: HRC IN 3D (TARGET DOMAIN Dt3D)
In this case, among the TL-CDG pretrained models,
the TL-CDG-1 model was moderate in force estimation
(R2

≈63%, Coeff≈80%, RMSE≈4.6N, NRMSE≈0.128)
while TL-CDG-2 and TL-CDG-3 models had similar accu-
racies (SDG-TL-2: R2

≈60%, Coeff≈77% and TL-CDG-3:
R2
≈62%, Coeff≈79%) in force estimations and losses

(SDG-TL-2: RMSE≈4.8N, NRMSE≈0.13 and TL-CDG-3:
RMSE≈4.7N, NRMSE≈0.13). These reported results were
obtained by averaging corresponding values of Model X,
Y, Z of each TL-CDG model. An intra-session baseline
FMG-DCNN model with same target training and target test
data obtained lower performance than the transfer learn-
ers (R2

≈55%, Coeff≈75%, RMSE≈5.2N, NRMSE≈0.14,
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FIGURE 3. Few samples of target FMG distributions (a, b, c) and performances of the SDG-TL models (d,e: bar plot result for Model X and Y in 1D,
and f, g, h: boxplot results for Model X, Y, Z in 3D).

where avg. values were obtained from X, Y, Z models).
Hence, TL-CDG models clearly outperformed the baseline
model with higher estimation accuracies and lower errors.

B. CASE II: pHRI IN 1D (TARGET DOMAIN Dt1D)
In this case, TL-CDG-1 model was found effective in force
estimations in X and Y dimensions once finetuned. Higher
accuracies (X: R2 ≈ 86%, Coeff≈93%, and Y: R2 ≈ 79%,
Coeff≈89%) and lower losses (X: RMSE≈ 4.2N, NRMSE≈
0.165, and Y: RMSE≈6.8N,NRMSE≈0.13) were obtained by
the TL-CDG-1 model than the intra-session baseline FMG-
DCNN model (X: R2

≈77%, Coeff≈88%, RMSE≈ 3.6N,
NRMSE≈ 0.14, and Y: R2

≈66%, Coeff≈81%, RMSE≈
5.8N, NRMSE≈ 0.11). Although the baseline model esti-
mated forces well, but the TL-CDG-1 model performed sur-
prisingly well by transferring knowledge learnt from the
2D-pHRI long-term distributions.

IV. DISCUSSIONS
In this study, cross-domain generalization was observed dur-
ing human robot interactions via the force myography tech-
nique. Transfer learning allowed the FMG-based TL-CDG
model to predict unseen, unrelated and out-of-domain target
data (Ds 6= Dt, Ts 6= Tt) on a different workspace (pHRIs 6=
pHRIt). The source and target domains were distinctly
dissimilar because of muscle readings captured by either
32 or 16 FMG channels positioned in different arm loca-
tions and separate HRI environments (different 1D/2D/3D
workspaces, participant’s body posture during interactions,
knob/cylinder/wooden rod as end-effectors). Since the grip-
per orientation and shapes were different, grasping forces and
arm postures became distinctive. Also, participants applied
interactive forces within their comfortable ranges (usually
within 15N-40N) which was not constant. During the ses-
sions, FMG bands were put on approximately same positions
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TABLE 2. Performances of TL-CDG Models.

but were not exact; hence, sensors position shifts were possi-
ble in different sessions. Also, winding force to wrap the band
around the limb was kept at the user’s comfort. Furthermore,
collecting 5 repetitions of intra-session data were proven
sufficient in capturing enough variabilities present during the
interactions. Also, time required for one session was approx-
imately 12-20 minutes and one repetition of interactions was
less than 2min; these reduced muscle fatigue and ensured
participant’s comfort.

Observations showed that intra-session baseline
FMG-DCNN model with 34 feature space could obtain
R2
≈56% in 3D force estimations while the TL-CDG mod-

els moderately improved accuracies in estimations [R2
↑

(2-8) %, Coeff ↑(2-7) %], with slight decrease in error
[RMSE ↓≈ (0.2-0.5) N]. Among the pretrained models, the
TL-CDG-1 model performed comparatively better in both
simple and complex interactions in 1D and 3D. Clearly,
the TL-CDG-1 model achieved significant improvements in
estimation accuracies in 1D-HRI [R2 in 1D-X (∼10%↑),
1D-Y (∼12%↑)], and in complex 3D-HRC [R2 in 3D-XYZ
(∼8%↑)]. Fig. 3 shows target test FMG distributions dur-
ing 1D and 3D interactions and the models’ performances
plotted in bar plot and boxplot for ease of visualization.
Since TL-CDG-2 and TL-CDG-3 models were already pre-
trained with source distributions of pHRI in 1D-X and 1D-
Y, these were not investigated for case ii. HRI with Kuka
in 1D-Z and 2D (XY, YZ, XZ) were not investigated due
to time constraints. Furthermore, the constant Z dimen-
sion values in Dsi restrained further exploration on this
matter.

Source domains Dsi{1,..5} and target domains Dt3D,
Dt1D−X,Y were different and the target data were totally
unseen and out-of-distribution for the TL-CDG-1 model.
Observations showed that this model could still predict
OOD and unseen target data from a different HRI environ-
ment. Although, without fine-tuningwith calibration data, the
model would fail in estimating 3D-HRC task. Interestingly,
the TL-CDG-1 model could predict simple 1D interactions
fairly well. One reason could be that the source data used
in pretraining this model had applied forces in arm flexion,
extension, and arm abduction, adduction on the planar sur-
face. Similar arm postures were also present in 1D-pHRI
with Kuka robot. This phenomenon might help in the future
design of an FMG-based HMI control system with safety
mechanism. In a safety measures design, the TL-CDG pre-
trained model can be used for finetuning quickly with fewer
target data for any participant. In a hazardous situation where
human safety in pHRI might be breached, this can enable the
participant to apply force on the robot and push away the
robot from her/his proximity. Therefore, the proposed system
can be implemented in human-robot safe collaborations in
practical scenarios.

Initially, pHRI with Kuka robot by grasping the cylin-
drical gripper was investigated in this study using baseline
FMGCNN architecture described in Section II.B.2. Separate
intra-session model was trained with first 4 repetitions and
evaluated on last 5th repetition for 1D (X, Y, Z directions),
2D (XY plane, YZ plane, XZ plane) and 3D (XYZ plane).
The intra-session models were examined training with source
distributions of 34 channel extended feature space based
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TABLE 3. PHRI with Kuka: Intra-Session Evaluation with Baseline FMG-DCNN!.

on Section II.B.1 and with raw 16 channel feature space to
explore the effect of feature engineering. These results are
summarized in Table 3. Although the baseline FMG-DCNN
model could estimate similar with 16 or 34 feature space
distributions, it was interesting to observe that the cross-
domain TL-CDG-1 model with 34 feature space improved
collaborative task performance of moving the wooden rod
3D, as well as improved grasping interactions in simple
1D-pHRI. Apparently, this TL-CDG-1 model could mod-
erately improve grasping force estimation accuracies with
lower errors during pHRI in 3D where cylindrical grip-
per was the end-effector (avg: R2

≤57%, Coeff≤76%,
NRMSE≤0.153, RMSE≤8.1N) with improvements. Collect-
ing more inter-session training data from secondary sources
could improve 3D-pHRI or 3D-HRC experiences for a shared
task but requires more investigations in future.

For the target HRI with the Kuka robot, only one FMG
band was used with a lesser number of channels to observe
the impact of knowledge transfer from source domains that
had more FMG channels. Interacting in 3D with only one
forearm FMG band with a small amount of training data
was a challenging task, which was reflected in the intra-
session evaluation. However, the cross-domain generaliza-
tion allowed the models to predict moderately well in 3D
and better in 1D. Such generalization also helped reduce
biases towards intra-session training data. An TL-CDG
model with multiple source data can be more practical

because it would leverage periodic finetuning with less FMG
data. Additionally, it reduces the need of collecting more
labeled target training data and saves time. Therefore, cross-
domain generalization via transfer learning could become
an obvious choice for quick, practical FMG-based HRI
implementation.

V. CONCLUSION
Transfer learning technique has been well-studied and
applied successfully in image processing. This study showed
that it could also be useful for FMG bio signal-based human-
machine collaborative applications that required quick cali-
bration with human data. Investigating deep transfer learning
via cross domain generalization revealed the feasibility
of conducting 16-channel HRC task. A transfer learning
(TL-CDG-1) model pretrained with long-term FMG data
from a 2D-pHRI obtained improved performances in force
estimations for target pHRI in 1D (86%≥R2

≥79%,)
and moderately improved target HRC performance in 3D
(63%≤R2) with considerable increase in estimation accu-
racies for both cases [(5%-12%) ↑ in R2). Also, finetun-
ing the process helped addressing periodic calibration issues
of instantaneous FMG signals using few target FMG data
collected from forearm muscle belly. Therefore, this study
addressed model cross-domain generalization beyond pHRI
platform, solved calibration issues and bridged the gap in
literature in FMG-based pHRI regression problem.
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